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PRESS RELEASE
Biriș Goran wins again the prestigious real estate “Law Firm of the Year” award at the CIJ Gala
Bucharest, 8 December 2014. Biriş Goran is excited to announce that it won again the "Law Firm of
the Year" distinction at the CEE Construction and Investment Journal Gala on 4 December 2014. This
is the third CIJ award for the Biris Goran team, having previously won the award in 2012 and 2010.
Construction and Investment Journal is Central and Eastern Europe's leading real estate publication
for investors and property professionals (www.cijjournal.com) and the gala has become a milestone
event, viewed as the most prestigious awards ceremony for the real estate industry in Romania.
Biriş Goran was voted by over 150 real estate professionals across the country and the region (and
whose results were audited by a Big Four firm) and prevailed over several seasoned competitors on
the market that were also nominated for the award: David & Baias, Dentons, Reff & Asociatii and Wolf
Theiss. As such, the CIJ Gala and the awards are benchmarks for the Romanian real estate industry.
Victor Constantinescu, head of the real estate practice and co-managing partner of the firm, stated:
"This award is an ongoing endorsement of our efforts to offer value-added service to our clients and
treat their problems as if they were our own. The award means a lot to us, and it motivates us to
continue to strive."
About Biriş Goran
Biriş Goran is a Romanian law firm with 35+ attorneys founded in 2006. Biriş Goran is able to provide
a full range of legal services with a particular focus on tax, real estate, corporate, antitrust/competition,
litigation, financing, IP, IT & media, public procurement, energy and insolvency.
At the end of October 2014, Biriș Goran advised Raiffeisen Evolution in the largest real estate
transaction in 2014 on the Romanian market: sale of Promenada mall.
Biriș Goran practice areas are routinely ranked among the best in the country by directories such as
the Chambers Europe and European Legal 500.
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